SERGIO LEONE (January 1929, Rome, Italy – 30 April 1989, Rome, heart attack) was the son of prolific pioneer filmmaker Roberto Roberti (Vincenzo Leone) and movie star Francesca Bertini. He studied law for a time, drifted from job to job, entered film industry in 1939, about same time father retired from it. Over next 20 years he worked in various capacities on some 60 features, serving as assistant to Mario Camerini and Vittorio de Sica among other notable Italian directors, later to some American directors doing costume epics—Mervyn LeRoy on Quo Vadis 1950, Robert Wise, Helen of Troy 1955, William Wyler Ben Hur 1959. He had small acting roles in several films, Bicycle Thieves for example, where he played a young priest. His other films are Cer una volta il West/Once Upon a Time in the West (1969), Un Genio, due compari, un pollo 1975 (The Genius, uncredited), Giù la testa 1971 (Duck, You Sucker/A Fistful of Dynamite/Once Upon a Time... the Revolution), Il Buono, il brutto, il cattivo 1966 (The Good, the Bad and the Ugly), Per qualche dollaro in più 1966 (For a Few Dollars More, released in US in 1967). Per un pugno di dollari 1964 (as Bob Robertson in the European prints; Fistful of Dollars in US 1967), The Last Days of Sodom and Gomorrah 1962 (uncredited), Il Colosso di Rodi 1961 (The Colossus of Rhodes), and Gli Ultimi giorni di Pompei 1959 (The Last Days of Pompeii, uncredited). Clint Eastwood dedicated Unforgiven 1992 to him. Leone turned down an offer to direct The Godfather because he was working on a film he’d wanted to make for years, Once Upon a Time in America—an Italian film about American Jewish gangsters. When he died in 1989 he was preparing “The 900 Days,” a Soviet co-production about the World War II Siege of Leningrad in which he planned to star De Niro.

CLINT EASTWOOD (31 May 1930, San Francisco) has acted in 58 films and directed 28. In the past decade he has acted in Million Dollar Baby (2004; Academy Award for Best Picture), Blood Work (2002), Space Cowboys (2000), True Crime (1999) and Absolute Power (1997) and directed Million Dollar Baby (2004), the segment "Piano Blues" on Martin Scorsese's "The Blues" miniseries, Mystic River (2003), Blood Work (2002), Space Cowboys (2000), True Crime (1999), Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil (1997), and Absolute Power (1997). Biography from Leonard Maltin's Movie Encyclopedia: "How many would ever have thought that a tall, laconic, squinty star of spaghetti Westerns and cop thrillers would end up directing art movies? Not many, we'd guess. In truth, though, that's been just another phase, just a natural extension of a career that has consistently confounded expectations. Reportedly an easygoing but shiftless young man who'd already worked in a variety of dead-end menial jobs (such as gas-station attendant) before reaching Hollywood in 1955, Eastwood wrangled a contract at Universal thanks to director Arthur Lubin, and played bit parts that year in Francis in the Navy, Tarantula and Revenge of the Creature. Universal subsequently dropped Eastwood, but in 1959 he signed to star in the TV series "Rawhide," which kept him busy for the next six years. During the 1964 hiatus, he flew to Italy to star in a Western quickie, and thought no more of it until he found out that A Fistful of Dollars was a Titanic success. He went back the next summer and again donned his flat-brimmed sombrero and ragged poncho in a sequel, For a Few Dollars More and again for The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly (both 1966). That year, all three were finally released in the U.S., and "The Man With No Name" (as his character was billed) suddenly found himself atop the box-office charts. His icy, tightlipped, implacable character—a trigger happy gunman with his own moral code struck just the right chord with 1960s audiences, who were just discovering in Humphrey Bogart a Hollywood relic with similar existential appeal. (It hardly mattered that Eastwood's character parodied the traditional Western-motion hero.) Finally a star in his own country, Eastwood thereafter wisely varied his roles—though singing in the ambitious Western musical Paint Your Wagon (1969) may have stretched things a bit too far and began a fruitful collaboration with director Don Siegel that resulted in such excellent and distinctive films as Coogan's Bluff (1968), Two Mules for Sister Sara (1970), The Beguiled and of course, Dirty Harry (both 1971), which spawned four sequels, virtually invented the loose cannon
cop genre, and gave him the screen character for which he will always be remembered. (Ironically, he only took the role after Frank Sinatra dropped out at the last minute.) In 1971, Eastwood made his directorial debut with the chiller *Play Misty for Me* and continued to wield the megaphone frequently thereafter. Eastwood also set up his own production company, Malpaso, and for the next 15 years churned out hit after hit, alternating action films with oftbeat comedies; notable in this period were *High Plains Drifter* (1973), *The Outlaw Josey Wales* (1976), *The Gauntlet* (1977), *Every Which Way But Loose* (1978), *Escape From Alcatraz* (1979, directed by Siegel), *Tightrope* (1984), *Pale Rider* (1985, a return to Westerns and a thinly disguised reworking of Shane), and *Heartbreak Ridge* (1986). As Eastwood neared 60, his star began to dim, but he continued to surprise. He directed *Bird* (1988), a critically acclaimed biography of jazz great Charlie Parker; starred in and directed *White Hunter, Black Heart* (1990, playing a film director modeled after John Huston); and assumed the same chores on *The Rookie* (1991, with Charlie Sheen). Extremely canny about alternating masses-movement movies with more personal, limited-appeal projects, Eastwood managed to combine both types of films with *Unforgiven* (1992), a revisionist Western that won rave reviews—as well as Academy Awards for Best Picture and Best Director—and did extremely well at the box office. Following this personal triumph, he agreed to act in someone else's movie for the first time in years and delivered one of the best performances of his career as an aging Secret Service man (who just happens to play jazz piano) in *In the Line of Fire* (1993). Definitely on a winning streak, he then teamed up with Kevin Costner to co-star in and direct *A Perfect World* (also 1993). In 1995, Eastwood won the Academy's Irving Thalberg award, then directed and acted opposite Meryl Streep in *The Bridges of Madison County* (1995). He has also served as mayor of his hometown of Carmel, California. It may be revealing that this superstar of shoot-'em-ups both urban and Western has said for years that his own favorite of his films is the cerebral and highly stylized *The Beguiled."


*from Sergio Leone Something To Do With Death. Christopher Frayling. Faber & Faber London 2000*

Predictably, Sergio Leone’s own account of the origins of the film [The Good, The Bad and the Ugly] was very different [from that of Vincenzoni the writer]. By the late 1960s he was presenting it to interviewers as an organic, ‘authorial’ progression from his previous two Westerns; and all his own idea: ‘I didn’t feel pressurized any more’, Leone would assert, ‘to offer the public a different kind of film. I could now do exactly the film I wanted...It was while I was reflecting on the story of A Few Dollars More and what made it work, on the different motives of Van Cleef and Eastwood, that I found the centre of the third film...I had always thought that the “good”, the “bad” and the “violent” did not exist in any absolute, essential sense. It seemed to me interesting to demystify these adjectives in the setting of a Western. An assassin can show a Northern concentration camp...but was thinking partly about the Nazi camps with their Jewish orchestras.”

Andersonville Camp in Confederate Georgia, and the atrocities that had occurred there (slaughter, starvation, even cannibalism) were well known in the historical literature, if not in the movies. Documentation had been examined by scholars, to fathom exactly what went wrong. Was it a lack of supplies and support, confusion policy directives. The Union decision to abandon exchange of prisoners, or just plain cruelty on the part of the officers concerned, including Camp Commandant Wirz? When John Ford had featured a refugee camp for native Americans in *Cheyenne Autumn* (1964), he had placed it under the command of a methodical German officer (Captain Oskar Wessels, a proto-Nazi played by Karl Malden) as if that was enough to explain everything to the audience. Asked by an army surgeon if he will take responsibility for locking the Cheyenne in a warehouse and starving them during a Nebraska winter, Wessel responds: ‘I am responsible for nothing. I have simply been the instrument of an order.’ To which the surgeon replies: ‘You say that as if you’d memorized it.’ At the end of the earlier *Horse Soldiers* (1959), based on the historical Grierson Raid 300 miles into rebel Mississippi, Ford had explicitly referred to Andersonville. The cynical but humanitarian Union surgeon (William Holden) tells hard-nosed...
professional soldier John Wayne that he will risk staying behind Confederate lines, and parting company with the troops, saying, ‘Medicine’s where you find it.’ ‘Even in Andersonville?’ Wayne asks. ‘Even in Andersonville’ is the reply.

But the subject seemed to bear a Hollywood taboo... In Leone’s *The Good, The Bad and The Ugly*, not only was the ‘Betterville’ Camp to be associated with the *victorious* side; the war itself was represented by a series of shocking details, involving both sides, indiscriminately. We see a one-armed Union soldier, and a legless Confederate ‘half-soldier’; a field hospital in a mission in San Antonio, where the Franciscan friars are completely out of their depth; a Confederate spy, strapped to the cowcatcher of a Northern troop train, and a looter of ‘supplies and equipment** who carries his coffin to a wall before being shot against it; wounded civilians trying to evacuate a bombed-out town under intense mortar fire; unburied corpses strewn all over the countryside; and a huge military cemetery in the middle of nowhere.

Leone said, ‘I want to show human imbecility in a picaresque film where I would also show the reality of war. I had read somewhere that 120,000 people died in Southern camps such as Andersonville. And I was not ignorant of the fact that there were camps in the North. You always get to hear about the shameful behaviour of the losers, never the winners. So I decided to show the extermination in a Northern camp. This did not please the Americans... The American Civil War is almost a taboo subject. Because its reality is insane and incredible. But the true history of the United States was constructed on a violence which neither literature nor the cinema had ever properly shown. As for me, I always tend to defy the official version of events—no doubt because I grew up under Fascism. I had seen first hand how history can be manipulated. So I always question what is propagated. It has become a reflex with me’

Betterville Camp consists of a stockade with watch-towers made of logs, a deep trench in which to bury the dead, and a small orchestra of Confederate musicians who play a sad ‘ballad of a soldier’ (‘How ends the story? Whose is the glory?’) to drown the cries of tortured inmates. There is no shelter for inmates, though: only for Union officers. The design was based on steel engravings of Andersonville, made in August 1864 when the camp contained 35,000 prisoners of war. Why Betterville should be located in Texas is never explained. Perhaps it was because Leone’s and Vincenzoni’s ‘knowledge of camps run by the North’ (which Leone tended to present, conspiratorially, as if it was secret information) in part came from such films as Robert Wise’s *Two Flags West* (1950), concerning Union prisoners in New Mexico, and Sam Peckinpah’s *Major Dundee* (1964), where as often as not the setting was the arid Southwest. Historically, most of the action in the Civil War happened east of the Mississippi. When Hollywood produced ‘Westerns’ set at the time of the war, the stories tended to concern gun-running, horse-trading shipments of gold or the gathering of intelligence. Supply-lines, in other word, rather than battles; and certainly not concentration camps.

According to Leone, however, there was an historical justification for the setting as well: ‘American authors depend too much on other screenwriters and don’t go back enough into their own history. When I was preparing *The Good, The Bad and The Ugly*, I discovered that there had only been one battle in Texas during the Civil War, which was really about the ownership of goldmines in Texas. The point of the battle was to stop the North (or the South) from getting their hands on the gold first. So, when I was visiting Washington, I tried to get some more documentation on this incident. The librarian there, at the Library of Congress, the biggest library in the world, said to me, ‘You can’t be right about this. Texas, you say, signer? You must be mistaken. There’s never been a battle fought over goldmines in America, and in any case the Civil War didn’t reach Texas. Come back in two or three days and I’ll do some checking for you. But I’m quite certain you are wrong.’’

Well, I returned after two or three days, and this guy looked at me as if he’d seen a ghost. ‘I’ve got eight books here,’ he said, ‘and they all refer to this particular incident. How the hell did you know about it? You read in the Italian language, so how did you manage to find out? Now I understand why you Italians make such extraordinary films. Twenty years I’ve been here, and not a single American director has ever bothered to inform himself about the history of the West.’ Well, I’ve got a huge library myself now—they’ll photocopy a whole book for you for eight dollars in Washington!’

Leone had made use of bizarre anecdotes about the Wild West in his previous films. But this time, his perverse version of American history would colour the entire story. The Good, the Bad and The Ugly may all be self-serving bums, but the Civil War through which they ride is an inferno of needless destruction and cruelty. And if the film would question and make arbitrary each of these labels (in the context of the Western, where they were usually fixed as ‘absolutes’), it would at the same time question the received, popular version of historical events. Leone, who had started in the business with the mythologies of Roman baths, now found himself grappling with the *Mythologies* of Roland Barthes: ‘As always, I took conventional cinema as a base. Then I set about demolishing the codes in order to play with appearances, while presenting a “comedy of murders” to sweep up all the untruths attached to the historical context. But I tried all the while to hand on to documentary reality... It was fascinating to demystify the archetypes and the adjectives. And I emphasized this principle in each situation of the film. Always a deceptive play on appearances, as in the scene where the dust covers the blue uniform of the Northerners to make them appear as grey as the uniform of the Southerners. It was a manipulation of the signs, which chimed in with all the other ingredients in the film.’

The Civil War had long provided scriptwriters with a credible setting in which to explore issues of commitment and ‘destiny’ at an individual rather than a national level. In Hollywood terms, the North was about progress, industry, the city, and the triumph of the national government from 1865 onwards. The South was about feudalism, moonlight and magnolia, ‘the good old cause’, slavery, and plantations exclusively given over to cotton growing... And yet Hollywood had largely steered clear of the war itself. While taking time out from his own war effort, Leone ran into Orson Welles at a restaurant in Burgos. Welles told him he was certifiable to make a film about the Civil War. *Barring Gone With the Wind*, the subject seemed to be box-office poison. Maybe the war between the states was too traumatic a subject: a war for the soul of America which was also the first ‘total’ war of modern times, involving civilians as well as brother against brother.

On these terms, *The Good, The Bad and The Ugly* was particularly heretical. In Leone’s film, there is no moral touchstone—just a lot of dust. The Civil War is something very nasty happening in the background, against which the surreal adventures of the central characters can be played out, and to some extent judged. It is someone else’s war; like the Second World War must have seemed to adolescent Leone, growing up in Rome. It is refracted through anti-heroes who are as suspicious of idealism as they are of rhetoric; again, like Leone during the political compromise period of the postwar period in Italy. The Civil War is not an obstacle to the long march of progress, an aberration. On the contrary, in Leone’s film, the Civil War contains the seeds of the ‘rule of violence by violence’ which followed it, in the Wild West.

‘The Good’ steals a Confederate uniform, rides with a gang of Union renegades, helps a Union captain blow up a bridge, and gives a last puff on a cigar to a dying Confederate officer. ‘The Bad’ enlists in the Northern army as an NCO following a tip-off from a starving Confederate sergeant, becomes a concentration camp official, deserts when he feels like it, and is prepared to shoot anyone of either persuasion if the reward is high enough. ‘The Ugly’ also steals a Confederate uniform before enlisting with the North; but he isn’t even sure what the war is supposed to be about. All three of them have the same motivation: they want to find the gold, which is buried in the tomb of an unknown soldier, a tomb with no name. So Vincenzoni’s hastily improvised tale of ‘three rogues who are looking for some treasure’ endured as the spine holding the film together.

With a splendid sense of construction, the war enters the narrative to *save* the lives of Blondie and Tuco on various occasions. The set-piece battle itself, as Leone and Vincenzoni intended, refers to the trench warfare of the First World War; just as Betterville refers to Auschwitz.
The credit titles of the film, designed by Luigi Lardini, would performed by writing. In this sense I played a great deal with harmonies and counterpoints...I was representing the route-map of three beings who were an amalgam of all human faults...And I needed crescendos and spectacular attention-grabbers which nevertheless chimed with the general spirit of the story. So the music took on a central importance. It had to be complex, with humour and lyricism, tragedy and baroque. The music even became an element of the action. This was the case with the concentration camp sequence. An orchestra of prisoners has to play in order to drown out the cries of the tortured.

In 1973, Eastwood was asked if the production had any trouble with the authorities. 'In Spain,' replied Eastwood, 'they don't care what you do. They would care if you were doing a story about Spaniards and about Spain. Then they'd scrutinize you very tough, but the fact that you're doing a Western that's supposed to be laid in Southwest America or Mexico, they couldn't care less what your story or subject is.'

Leone's previous Westerns had demonstrated something of a preoccupation with brutality. His third entry in the genre juxtaposed the violence of his treasure-hunters with the mindless and impersonal carnage of war. In developing this theme, Sergio Leone later claimed to have had in mind 'one of the finest films I know', Charles Chaplin's Monsieur Verdoux, made in 1947 and based on an idea by Orson Welles. 'This film looked at the chaotic and absurd aspects of an era in which a hero who had murdered several women could say, at his trial, "I am just an amateur compared with Mr Roosevelt and Mr Stalin, who do such things on a grand scale."

Verdoux is the model of all the bandits, all the bounty-hunters. Put him in a hat and boots, and you have a Western.' At the end of Chaplin's film, Henri Verdoux tells the French court: 'As for being a mass killer, does not the world encourage it? Is it not building weapons of destruction for the sole purpose of mass killing? Has it not blown unsuspecting women and little children to pieces, and done it very scientifically? As a mass killer, I am an amateur by comparison.'

There are interesting affinities between Chaplin's comedy of murders' and Leone's film: the idea that killings could be organized as 'a strictly business enterprise'; the humour of mixing the languages of business and murder ('You must have made a killing'); the organized as 'a strictly business enterprise'; the humour of mixing the languages of business and murder ('You must have made a killing'); the idea that killings could be organized as 'a strictly business enterprise'; the structure of the film (built around the murderer's train journeys across a country from one wealthy victim to another). But Luciano Vincenzoni wapsishly denies the inspiration, saying, 'I wrote The Good, The Bad and The Ugly in eleven days, and I didn't have time to refer to anything. I mean I have too much respect for Charlie Chaplin to involve him with Sergio Leone Westerns.'

According to Leone, his battle sequence was also partly inspired by the similar scene in Buster Keaton's The General (1926) where a Civil War locomotive steams on to as burning trestle bridge, which then collapses spectacularly into the river below.

This was the first of his films to be 'amputated', not for reasons of squeamishness but because of the pace. It was reduced from 182 minutes to 148 ('to increase the sales of popcorn,' said Leone with some bitterness).

One major progression for Leone was that some of Ennio Morricone's music had been written (and partially recorded) in advance of filming: the budget was at last substantial enough to allow for this. 'In The Good, The Bad and The Ugly, said Leone, 'each character had his musical theme. And he was also a kind of musical instrument, who

Mark Twain, Roughing It, 1872: I was armed to the teeth with a pitiful little Smith Wesson's seven-shooter, which carried a ball like a homopathic pill, and it took the whole seven to make a dose for an adult. But I thought it was grand. It appeared to me to be a dangerous weapon. It only had one fault--you could not hit anything with it. One of our "conductors" practiced awhile on a cow with it, and as long as she stood still and behaved herself she was safe; but as soon as she went to moving about, and he got to shooting at other things, she came to grief. The Secretary had a small-sized Colt's revolver strapped around him for protection against the Indians, and to guard against accidents he carried it uncapped. Mr. George Bemis was dismayfully formidable. George Bemis was our fellow-traveler. We had never seen him before. He wore in his belt an old original "Allen" revolver, such as irreverent people called a "pepper-box." Simply drawing the trigger back, cocked and fired the pistol. As the trigger came back, the hammer would begin to rise and the barrel to turn over, and presently down would drop the hammer, and away would speed the ball. To aim along the turning barrel and hit the thing aimed at was a feat which was probably never done with an "Allen" in the world. But George's was a reliable weapon, nevertheless, because, as one of the stage-drivers afterward said, "If she didn't get what she went after, she would fetch something else." And so she did. She went after a deuce of spades nailed against a tree, once, and fetched a mule standing about thirty yards to the left of it. Bemis did not want the mule; but the owner came out with a double-barreled shotgun and persuaded him to buy it, anyhow. It was a cheerful weapon--the "Allen." Sometimes all its six barrels would go off at once, and then there was no safe place in all the region round about, but behind it.

From Filmsite: In many ways, the cowboy of the Old West was the American version of the Japanese samurai warrior, or the Arthurian knight of medieval times. [No wonder that westerns were inspired by samurai and Arthurian legends, i.e., Kurosawa's Yojimbo (1961) served as the prototype for [Sergio Leone's] A Fistful of Dollars (1964), and Kurosawa's The Seven Samurai (1954) was remade as John Sturges' The Magnificent Seven (1960). Le Mort D'Arthur by Sir Thomas Malory also inspired much of Shane (1953) - a film with a mythical western hero acting like a noble knight in shining leather in its tale of good vs. evil.] They were all bound by legal codes of behavior, ethics, justice, courage, honor and chivalry.
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